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O. Introduction

Bahnar has several reduplicative formations. Each expresses a distinct meaning. Often reduplication is used to describe some emotion—the speaker's reaction to a particular situation.

Bahnar reduplication occurs with one and two-syllable roots and with affixed stems. It occurs mainly with verbs, nouns, adjectives, and descriptive roots, but is able to occur to a lesser degree with other classes of roots.

The reduplicative formations consist of series of two, three, or four phonological words. The words within each series are related by partial or complete similarity of form.
The first word of the series generally is a free root and can often occur in a different reduplicative formation, the root meaning remaining the same.

Incomplete reduplication acts only on the vowel or on the vowel and final consonant: the initial consonant or consonant cluster of the main syllable and the presyllable remain unchanged.

When prefixed stems reduplicate, the prefix is always omitted; e.g. *dràng* ‘to answer’, *podràng* ‘to cause to answer’, *podràng-dràng* ‘to cause to answer then change to do something else immediately’.

The reduplication formulae will be expressed by the following symbols:

C = the initial consonant or consonant cluster in one-syllable words, and the presyllable and initial consonant or consonant cluster of the main syllable in two-syllable words. If the final consonant remains unchanged or has an irregular change it is also represented by C.

X = the vowel and final consonant of the main syllable when both are involved in a regular reduplication change.

V = the vowel when only the vowel is involved in the change or when the final consonant change is irregular.

Cσ = the presyllable formed by the reduplication of the initial consonant or consonant cluster of one-syllable words. When the word begins with a consonant cluster, either the entire
cluster or only the first consonant of the cluster may be reduplicated.

1. Contrary to expectation or desire

(CX → CX-Caĩ) meaning ‘contrary to expectation or desire’ has the widest range of applicability of the Bahnar reduplication types, being able to occur with all classes of roots except grammar markers such as connectives and prepositions. The reduplication occurs on the particular word being emphasized but the whole sentence partakes of the ‘contrary to expectation’ feeling. It can occur with one or two-syllable roots or derived stems.

'bok 'man'  'bok-'baĩ 'not worthy to be called a man, but is'

gō 'to wait'  gō-gaĩ 'don’t want to wait, but will wait'

tih 'big'  tih-tai 'thought he would be small, but he is big'

'urh 'negative'  'urh-ai 'thought he did (want it), but he didn’t'

koleng 'to look at'  koleng-kolaĩ 'not worth looking at, but look anyway'

totruih 'describes good smell'  totruih-totraĩ 'didn’t think it would smell good, but it does'
pôdrôŋ ‘rich’  

pôdrôŋ-pôdrai ‘didn’t think he would be rich, but he is’

bobe ‘goat’

bobe-bobaï ‘I don’t want (to eat) goat, but I am’

pôhrûk ‘to dress someone’

pôhrûk-hraï ‘did not want to dress him, but did it’

nônoh ‘like that’

nônoh-naï ‘did not think it would be like that, but it was’

jopom ‘to have done’

jopom-paï ‘did not want to do it, but did’

toblah ‘to fight each other’

toblah-blaï ‘did not think we would fight each other, but we did’

2. Displeasure, disgust, and anger

2.1. (CX → CX-Cêl-CX-Cet) meaning displeasure, disgust, and anger occurs with all common and proper nouns. It is the only four-word reduplicative formation.

Following is a situational example of the use of this reduplicative formation:

A rabbit (tôpai) came into Rok’s garden and ate Rok’s sweet potato vines. When Rok discovered what had happened he said, « tôpai-tôpêl-tôpai-tôpet » ‘That rabbit!’

Following are examples of noun roots and derived stems that occur in this reduplicative formation:
Rök ‘name of person’ Rök-Rël-Rök-Ret
Kontum ‘name of place’ Kontum-Kontël-Kontum-Kontët

kõ ‘dog’ kõ - kël - kõ - ket
’dak ‘water’ ’dak-’dël-’dak-’det
bonât ‘a dam’ bonât-bonël-bonât-bonet
ponai ‘stirring stick’ ponai-ponël-ponai-ponet

An alternate form of the second word of this reduplication series is Cẽu, but Cël is preferred.

topai - topẽu - topai - topet ‘That rabbit!’

2.2. (CX→CX-Cẽh) occurs with verb roots and prefixed verb stems. This reduplicative formation carries a negative meaning, ‘don’t perform that action; why are you doing that?’ An overtone of displeasure is directed either against the person spoken to or the person or thing spoken of.

Following are examples of verb roots and prefixed verb stems that occur in this reduplicative formation.

gõ ‘to wait’ gõ-gẽh ‘don’t wait, what are you waiting for?’
tõk ‘to go up’ tõk-tẽh ‘don’t go up there, why are you going up there?’
sa ‘to eat’ sa-sẽh ‘don’t eat that stuff, it isn’t worth eating’
koleng ‘to look at’  
koleng-ktelēh  ‘don’t look at that (drawing), it isn’t any good’

pohtūk ‘to dress someone’

pohtūk-hēh  ‘don’t dress him, what are you doing that for?’

totōn ‘to hit each other’

totōn-tēh  ‘don’t hit each other, why do you do that?’

3. Consecutive action

CX → (CX-CX) or (Co CX), the ‘consecutive action’ reduplicative formation occurs with most verbs, giving them the meaning ‘complete the action of the verb first, and then change to doing something else immediately’.

3. 1. When the consecutive action reduplicative formation occurs with one-syllable verb roots, the root may be completely reduplicated (CX-CX) or the initial consonant of the root may be reduplicated to form a presyllable (CoCX).

sa ‘to eat’

sa-sa  ‘to eat first, and then do something else immediately’

sosa

drāng ‘to answer’

drāng-drāng  ‘to answer first, and then do something else immediately’

 dodrāng

drodrāng

tep ‘to sleep’

tep-tep  ‘to sleep first, and then do something else immediately’

totepe
plih 'to change clothes' plih-plih ‘to change clothes first, and then do something else immediately'

chō 'to tie up' chō-chō ‘to tie up first, and then do something else immediately'

nām 'to go' nām-nām ‘to go first, and then do something else immediately’

3.2. When the consecutive action reduplicative formation occurs with two-syllable verb roots or prefixed stems the verb is completely reduplicated (CX-CX).

koleng ‘to look at’ koleng-koleng ‘to look at (book) first, and then (eat)’

homet ‘to prepare’ homet-homet ‘to prepare first, and then (go)’

kotāp ‘of hen to lay egg’ kotāp-kotāp ‘of hen to lay egg first, and then (cackle)’

po.hrūk ‘to dress someone’ po.hrūk-hrūk ‘to dress someone first, and then (go)’

to.tōn ‘to hit each other’ to.tōn-tōn ‘to hit each other first, and then (make friends)’

po.drāng ‘to cause to answer’ po.drāng-drāng ‘to cause to answer first, and then (leave)’

3.3. A few of the one-syllable verb roots that occur in the consecutive action reduplicative formation occur in identical form
in one of the intensive reduplicative formations. (cf. 4.1.3. Verb) Where there would be ambiguity the consecutive action reduplication is generally followed by ‘moŋ ‘first’ plus an appropriate coordinate construction. ‘Consecutive action’ always refers to a future action, whereas the ‘intensive’ always describes a past action.

\[ \text{ih chochā jēn 'moŋ, na ba nām} \]

‘you look-for-cons-act. money first, then we go’

\[ \text{ṣir chochā jēn wowāl} \]

‘he look-for-intensive money not-find’

4. Intensive

4.1. CX → (CX-CX) or (CoCX) the complete reduplicative formation occurs with nouns, adjectives, descriptives, temporals, and verbs, giving them an intensive meaning. Two-syllable words must reduplicate completely (CX-CX). One syllable words often reduplicate just the initial consonant to form a presyllable (CoCX).

4.1.1. Reduplicated nouns with this formation have the meaning «all of that particular item in a given situation».

\[ \text{'bok 'man'} \]

\[ \text{bok-bok ‘all the men in a given place’} \]

\[ \text{'bo'} ^{'} \text{bok} \]

\[ \text{kō ‘dog’} \]

\[ \text{kō-kō ‘all the dogs in a given area’} \]

\[ \text{kokō} \]

\[ \text{bobe ‘goat’} \]

\[ \text{bobe-bobe ‘all the goats in a given village’} \]
Bonát ‘a dam’  bonát-bonát ‘all the dams in a given area’

ponai ‘stirring stick’  ponai-ponai ‘all the stirring sticks in a given house’

4.1.2. Reduplicated adjectives with this formation have the meaning ‘all of that particular type of thing in a given situation’.

tih ‘big’  tih-tih ‘all those big (trees) in

      totih the village’

kok ‘white’  kok-kok ‘all the white (flowers)

      kokok on that plant’

‘lōng ‘beautiful, good’

      ‘lōng-’lōng ‘all the good (food) on the table’.

podrōng ‘rich’  podrōng-podrōng ‘all the rich (Bahnar) in an area’

komō ‘dirty’  komō-komō ‘all the dirty (clothes) in the wash’

4.1.3. Reduplicated descriptives, temporals, and verbs intensify the root action or characteristic. Some one-syllable roots, in addition to the (CX-CX) or (CoCX) formations, can take a third formation by doubling the CoCX to give (CoCX-CoCX).
Verbs:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{chō} & \quad \text{‘to tie up’} \\
\text{chō-chō} & \quad \text{‘to tie up very well’} \\
\text{chochō} & \\
\text{nām} & \quad \text{‘to go’} \\
\text{nām-nām} & \quad \text{‘to go and go with no’} \\
\text{nonām} & \quad \text{‘destination in mind’} \\
\text{nonām-nām} & \\
\text{bāt} & \quad \text{‘to know’} \\
\text{bāt-bāt} & \quad \text{‘to know a lot’} \\
\text{bobāt} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Temporals:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{hēi} & \quad \text{‘earlier’} \\
\text{hēi-hēi} & \quad \text{‘much earlier’} \\
\text{ho-hēi} & \\
\text{ho-hēi-hēi} & \\
\text{sō} & \quad \text{‘long time ago’} \\
\text{sā-sā} & \quad \text{‘very long time ago’} \\
\text{sosā} & \\
\text{sō-sosā} & \\
\text{konh} & \quad \text{‘later’} \\
\text{konh-konh} & \quad \text{‘much later’} \\
\text{kokonh} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Descriptives:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{‘dit} & \quad \text{‘describes movement of chest} \\
\text{‘dit-dit} & \quad \text{‘describes very rapid movement of chest} \\
\text{‘do-dit} & \quad \text{‘describes noise of many coins being laid down’} \\
\text{‘do-dit-do-dit} & \quad \text{‘describes noise of many coins being laid down’} \\
\end{align*}
\]
chowo ‘describes slow  
chowo-chowo ‘describes very slow 
walk of a sick person’  
walk of sick person’

There are a number of descriptives which are found only in this reduplicated intensive form, never as a simple free root or in any other combination. Only descriptives have been found to occur like this, and they can all take both the (CX-CX) and (CoCX) forms.

ningar ning ‘describes something very heavy’
noning

deng-deng ‘describes being very near to performing some action’
dodeng

tron-tron ‘describes many things lined up one behind another’
totron

giot-giot ‘describes the hop of a rabbit’
gogiot

glak-glak ‘describes heavy laughter’
goglak

bluk-bluk ‘describes the bubbling of water when someone is drowning’
bobluk

‘burk-‘burk ‘describes someone talking big’
‘bo‘burk

yök-yök ‘describes someone doing something fast and with determination’
yögök
hok-hok 'describes feeling of great loneliness'

ho'hok

4.2. (CVC → CVC-CaC-maC) and (CX → CX-Chônh-môn), the three-word reduplicative formations, occur with descriptives giving them an intensive meaning. (CVC-CaC-maC) gives an extensive meaning whereas (CX-Chônh-môn) gives a distributive meaning, e.g.

hlél 'of a jar to be full'

hlél-hlal-mal 'of many jars to be full'

hlél-hlônh-mônh 'of each of the many jars to be full'

Not all of the descriptive roots are able to have both an extensive and a distributive meaning.

The third word in these reduplication series can be omitted without altering the meaning.

4.2.1. (CVC-CaC-maC) 'extensive' occurs only with descriptives which have high or mid vowels. The vowel length of the root is retained in the reduplication, e.g.

honhîr 'to be sweaty' honhîr-honhâr-mâr 'of many people to be sweaty'

bobrâk 'noise of people talking' bobrâk-bobrâk-mâk 'noise of many people talking'

blur 'of a few people to arrive' blur-bla-ma 'of many people to arrive'
grók ‘noise of stomach rolling’
grók-grak-mak ‘noise of stomach rolling many times’

tobühl ‘of person to sleep curled up’
tobühl-tobühl-mäl ‘of many people to sleep curled up’

soluē ‘to describe evil-looking face’
soluē-soluē-mā ‘to describe many evil-looking faces’

4.2.2. (CX-Côn-h-môn) ‘distributive’ occurs with descriptives which have any vowel except ô. There is no length distinction on ô in Bahnar so the vowel length of the root is not reflected in the reduplication.

honhir ‘to be sweaty’ honhir-honhônh-môn ‘of each of the many people to be sweaty’

boibrâk ‘noise of people talking’
boibrâk-boibrânh-môn ‘noise of each group of many people talking’

tobühl ‘of person to sleep curled up’
tobühl-tobühl-môn ‘of each one of many people to sleep curled up’

soluē ‘to describe evil-looking face’
soluē-soluēnh-môn ‘to describe each evil-looking face of the many’

‘bo’blô ‘to describe lazy person’

hôhah ‘of girls laughing and giggling’
hôhah-hôhônh-môn ‘to describe each of many girls laughing and giggling’

molueng ‘to describe drunk person’
molueng-moluônh-môn ‘to describe each of many drunk persons’
4.3. (CV₁C → CV₁C.CV₂C) and (CV₁C₁ → CV₁C₁.CV₂C₂), incomplete reduplicative formations, occur with nouns, verbs, adjectives, and descriptives, giving them an intensive meaning.

Most of the roots which can take this reduplicative formation cannot take other reduplicative formations.

If the root is one syllable, the already intensive formation can be further intensified by reduplicating the initial consonant of each word in the formation to form presyllables, e.g. héch 'small broken piece', héch-hoch 'many small broken pieces', horhéch-horhorch 'very many small broken pieces'.

4.3.1. In (CV₁C → CV₁C.CV₂C) only the vowel changes. This change can be predicted on the basis of vowel height. The high and mid vowels change to a, and the low vowels change to o. The length of the high and mid vowels is retained on the a, but the length of the low vowels is not reflected on the o. It seems possible that originally the o was ó, which would account for the lack of vowel length reflection. (cf.4.2.2.); e.g.

bobát 'to spend money unwisely'  bobát-bobát 'to spend a lot of money unwisely'
ûr 'noise of car'  úr-úr 'noise of many cars'
toring 'a group of villages'  torting-torting 'many groups of villages'
hek 'to tear'  hek-hok 'to tear many things'
hohek-hohok 'to tear many, many things with a vengeance'
hät ‘to do hurriedly’ hät-hot ‘to do very hurriedly, flutter around’

4.3.2. In (CV₁C₁ → CV₁C₁-CV₂C₂) both the vowel and final consonant change. There seems to be no regularity or predictability to either the vowel quality, the vowel length, or the consonant change.

trāp ‘heavy’  trāp-trīn ‘very heavy’
kola ‘a scar’  kola-kolēch ‘many scars’
krēnh ‘fragile’  krēnh-kroh ‘very fragile’
holēnh ‘to lie’  holēnh-horēo ‘to lie very much’
iē ‘small’  iē-ioch ‘very small’
preh ‘to hit at’  preh-prēng ‘to hit at many times’
gleh ‘to be tired’  gleh-glīn ‘to be very tired’
tih ‘large’  tih-tap ‘very large’
sōu ‘offspring’  sōu-se ‘many offspring’
hlī ‘to fear’  hlī-hlot ‘to fear very much’
golor ‘to roll something’  golor-golē ‘to roll something a lot’
tōm ‘enough’  tōm-tēch ‘everything’
totōm-totēch ‘intensively everything’

1. I am indebted to Maxwell Cobbey for help in locating previous studies on the reduplication systems of other Southeast Asian languages.
Of particular interest were the following:


